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Corey
Smith
Ready to claim his spot on the list of
true country music singer-songwriters...

Clutch

Germantown, MD is where Clutch
began their musical trek back in 1990...

Blackberry

Smoke

They mix gospel, bluegrass, rock,
folk, soul and more than a touch of
something they call “Outlaw Country”...

Inside

A Fire Inside (AFI), The Delta Saints,
Rugby Star Keith Mason, Artist Chloe
Grey, Actor James Barriscale,
Jive Mother Mary, Bobaflex,
Nicole Brennan...

changez...
Welcome to the creative lifestyle and the new world of...
Times change and so do we in order to bring new and
exciting news, features, photos, interviews and more from
the other side of the...
In this edition we talked to Artist Chloe Grey who explains
some of the big issues in the handling of art and why we
must save our history for generations to come. Next we sat
down with Corey Smith at the Myrtle Beach House of Blues,
Singer Neil Fallon of Clutch in Raleigh, NC, Jive Mother
Mary at Ziggy’s by the Sea in Wilmington, NC and Bobaflex
too. Then we interviewed The Delta Saints, A Fire Inside
(AFI), Rugby Star Keith Mason, Actor James Barriscale and
Photographer Nicole Brennan... Blackberry Smoke too!
Visit TV3DOTMAG online at www.tv3dotmag.com
COREY SMITH INTERVIEW | http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=fJVMZRkiBcA
JIVE MOTHER MARY INTERVIEW | http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ceJ2Shjv_-s&list=UUTOFK_
rQlUFHZNEcDBKlDGg
NEIL FALLON-CLUTCH INTERVIEW | http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=mGKkYKFpXhI
CHLOE GREY INTERVIEW | http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=CEOYSu2oLRI&list=UUTOFK_
rQlUFHZNEcDBKlDGg
MARTY MCCOY-BOBAFLEX
INTERVIEW | http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=6biGXVpC_5U&list=UUTOFK_
rQlUFHZNEcDBKlDGg
The creative lifestyle or ...mag | www.3dotmag.com
features modern art, music, technology, style, sports and
other original works, in a format that provides an online
portal to the world. 3dotmag.com was created to explore
unique artistic creations that push the boundaries of the
establishment in order to evoke debate in the art world and
promote art that questions the mind while helping the viewer
to identify with the lifestyle and artist within...
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CLUTCH

Clutch album Earth Rocker entered
the Top 200 charts at No. 15 and
stayed there for the next five weeks.
The album peaked at No. 1 on the
Hard Rock charts and at No. 6 in the
Rock Album ranks. Check out the
feature article and interview... Photo
of Drummer Jean-Paul Gaster and
Singer Neil Fallon by Jay Beadnell
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COREY
SMITH

Corey has released seven studio
albums including 2011’s Top 20
release The Broken Record, which
were all written and produced by
Corey himself. Now Corey has
teamed up with a producer, Keith
Stegall, best known for his work with
Zac Brown Band, Alan Jackson…
Cover Photo by Scott Smallin
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NICOLE
BRENNAN

Nicole has been involved in the
music scene for several years, with
experiences ranging from singing
in bands to working with the artists
that have come through A Street
Studios, the recording studio she
and her husband operate... Photo
above by Nicole is Megadeath
guitarist Chris Broderick.
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CHLOE GREY
I am Chloe Grey and I am an art
handler based in Los Angeles,
California. I moved to LA to pursue
my arts career because where I’m
originally from ,Toronto, it’s a bit of a
smaller pool and there weren’t as
many opportunities in my field...
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JIVE
MOTHER
MARY

Jive Mother Mary began in 2005 with
the powerhouse trio of Mason Keck,
Seth “Fluff” Aldridge and Nathan Coe...
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JAMES
BARRISCALE

I’m an actor, director and Voice Over
Artist. I’ve been working sine 1982
when I appeared in The Wizard Of Oz
at the Swan Theatre in Worcester...

026

THE DELTA
SAINTS

A 5 piece rock’n’roll band out of
Nashville, TN. The band consists
of David Supica (Bass), Ben Azzi
(Drums), Dylan Fitch (Guitar), Nate
Kremer (Organ/Keys), and Ben
Ringel (Dobro/Vocals)...

COREY SMITH
IS COUNTRY
MUSIC AND...
Interview by Donald Perry
Cover and portrait photography by Scott Smallin
Concert photography by Jeremy Cambrey

Click here to watch our interview on tv3dotmag.com

In today’s country music business, there are many new
faces and styles that fit into this mixed-up genre of music
and now Corey Smith is ready to claim his spot on the list
of true country music singer-songwriters. Born in Jefferson,
Ga, which is just a few minutes from Athens, Cory gained
his success from writing about the true country life instead
of all the same old stereotypes.
As Corey says on his website online at www.coreysmith.
com, “Country music is all those things that art is supposed
to be. It’s populist, it’s infectious and, most importantly, it’s
about people,” says Corey. “So country music should be
about artists holding a mirror back to themselves to reflect
what they’re experiencing in their own little towns.”

COREY SMITH | Photo by Scott Smallin

Corey has released seven studio albums including 2011’s
Top 20 release The Broken Record, which were all written
and produced by Corey himself. Now Corey has teamed up
with a producer, Keith Stegall, best known for his work with
Zac Brown Band, Alan Jackson and more…
On New Year’s Eve 2014 we had a chance to sit down and
talk with Corey Smith on his tour bus outside the Myrtle
Beach House of Blues about the past, present and future
of his career. Corey explains how true he is to his family
and the art. Corey also talks about The Movin’ On Up Tour
Presented by Texas Pete and LiveNation, being a high
school teacher, writing music, open mic night, hobby, sharing, myspace, building audiences, drama, changes, fans,
producing, radio, country music, the joy, the passion and
more… Go online to www.youtube.com/thefutureofart to
see the entire interview and concert photos from the Myrtle
Beach House of Blues.
Website: www.coreysmith.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/coreysmithmusic
Twitter: https://twitter.com/coreysmithmusic
Youtube: http://www.youtube.com/user/CoreySmithMusic
Photos: http://3dotmag.com/corey-smith-is-country-music
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KEITH MASON
THE ACTOR OR
RUGBY STAR?
Interview by www.3dotmag.com

Who is Keith Mason? Keith Mason is a well-known,

award-winning sportsman who has played as a rugby
league player for over 14 years. At just 19 years of age,
Mason was signed to Melbourne Storm for a 2 year contract; making him the youngest ever English Ruby League
player to sign to an NRL Team in Australia. In 2003, Mason
returned to the UK where he signed a 3 and a half-year
contract with St Helens RLFC. After his contract ended in
2006, he signed with Huddersfield Giants where he stayed
for 7 years. Mason’s contract with the Giants was cut short
when he was released from the team in 2012 due to ‘unfair
dismissal’. Taking this to the high court and with the support
of his family and close friend Joe Calzaghe, Mason won the
case and moved to Castleford Tigers.

KEITH MASON | Photo by Blinkit Photography

Can you tell us more about your Mickey
Rourke experience? I met Mickey in a bar in 2009 the
day the Huddesfield Giants (the team I was playing for at
the time) became runners up for the Challenge cup finals.
We started talking about rugby and our friendship grew
from there. In the summer of 2013, Mickey rang me up and
asked me if I would like to star in a film…I couldn’t believe
it, but of course I took the amazing opportunity. The film
is called Skin Traffik and I star as Mickey’s bodyguard ‘Mr
Steiner’.

What projects are you working on at the moment? I have just finished filming ‘Skin Traffik’. But I’ve

also been helping out with the writing of the film ‘The Welshman’, which is coming into production now. We aren’t 100%
sure yet if It will happen, but we are hopeful that it will as
everyone has worked really hard on it and it will be a great
film. If it does happen, we will start filming that at the end of
this year, so November/December time, which is exciting.

What or who inspired you to become an actor
and rugby star? With Rugby I would say my mum nur-

tured my ambition but I was my own inspiration. Growing up
I kept getting myself into trouble, but I wanted to turn my life
around and I was already playing rugby as a hobby at the
time. I wanted to become an athlete and pursue rugby so
that was my inspiration. Acting came about later in my life. I
have always admired great actors, Mickey Rourke included,
so when he opened that door for me to star in Skin Traffic I
took it. Acting is such a great career and hopefully I will get
more opportunities to do acting in the near future.

Favorite quotes which inspired your careers?

I love the quote ‘no sacrifice, no glory’. It’s short and sweet.
I really agree with this quote because life is all about taking
risks and sacrifices to help you move forward. You need to
be disciplined and determined to achieve anything decent
in life.

What would you tell the youth about living the
creative lifestyle? I would say be a wolf, not a sheep.

Don’t follow the crowed, be different. Grab any good opportunities with both hands and don’t let go. It’s a very difficult
lifestyle so just prepare yourself for everything.

What’s next for Keith Mason? I’m not 100% sure

yet, my retirement from Castleford Tigers rugby league club,
has juts been announced. But I’ve been offered a position
in a super league club, so if that goes well I may be doing
more rugby. However, I’ve also got a lot of modeling shoots
coming up, one being with Muscle and Fitness Magazine,
so yeah I’m very busy at the moment!

Football or Soccer and why? Definitely Football. It’s
very similar to Rugby league, which is a very tough sport!
I don’t think soccer is a very sportsmanship type of game,
and I don’t agree with how much they get paid.
Red or Black and why? I would say red! It’s positive
and fiery, and more exciting. I like wearing red too!
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CHLOE GREY
THE ARTIST,
THE HANDLER
Interview by Scott Smallin

Who is Chloe Grey? I am Chloe Grey and I am an

CHLOE GREY | Photo by Scott Smallin

art handler based in Los Angeles, California. I moved to
LA to pursue my arts career because where I’m originally
from ,Toronto, it’s a bit of a smaller pool and there weren’t
as many opportunities in my field. The one thing I realized
pretty early after I got my Bachelors in Fine Arts, is that
there are so many factors to the art industry that fly under
the radar. So many things happen behind the scenes that
the average viewer isn’t really aware of and the roll I play
right now is definitely a part of that. As an art handler, I work
for a facility that handles the shipping and installation of
large and sensitive artwork, sculptures, and other things …
We basically take on the responsibility of all the stuff no one
else wants to be held accountable for. We support artwork
while handling logistics, cargo requirements, policies…

big screen television or new car, they saved their pennies
and scrapped to buy this one art piece they fell in love with.
I think that kinda transferred to me as a young kid and I
saw value in what’s hung on the walls in a home. The kind
of culture and history that comes along with that and the
visual message you share. My mom always said, “God
theres nothing sadder that a big house with really empty
walls”. This led to me getting into drawing and painting
at a young age.

Is art handling something you learned in
school or did you just fall into this? Lithography,

printmaking, lithography, etching and letterpress. Works on
paper are totally exciting to me, very nerdy…

which is a very chemically sensitive process of printmaking,
was one of my majors in art school. This helped me become
really aware of proper art handling because it can be
catastrophic if you screw it up. You can ruin your piece so
easily. So, early on I grew to understand and appreciate
the proper handling of art. After graduation I worked as
a custom art framer for quite a while. I saw artwork in all
conditions come through the door. This is when I found
out how much I really enjoyed preserving the artwork and
caring for it. I have this big value I place on artwork, even
if I don’t personally like the style, or the medium or the it’s
not for me. I really, really feel that every piece thats made
is treasured by somebody, so it needs to be preserved and
stored properly so it can bring joy to future generations. I
like being a part of that system of bringing art to you, so you
can enjoy it too!

How did your get started in art? I was lucky
enough to have parents who collected artwork and exposed
me to a lot of different styles early on. We were not
wealthy at all. However, instead of my parents buying a

To see the entire interview with Chloe Grey talking about
the security, cargo, advice to the youth and more…, please
visit TV3DOTMAG online at www.tv3dotmag.com or www.
youtube.com/thefutureofart

Are you an artist? Yes, I am an artist. I majored in
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CLUTCH IS
STILL “TIGHT
LIKE THAT’
AFTER 20
YEARS AND
COUNTING...

NEIL FALLON - CLUTCH | Photo by Jay Beadnell

Written by Rob Grissom
Photography by Jay Beadnell
Video by Donald Perry

Germantown, MD is where Clutch began their musical trek
back in 1990 with the name Glut Trip and they sported a
hardcore punk sound with Roger Smalls belting out the
vocals. The guitar genius behind the band was Tim Sult, the
drums were being whacked by Jean-Paul Gaster and the
four string was being tickled by Dan Maines…all of the later
three jobs are still being expertly accomplished by the same
musicians. Early in their partnership, the band determined
the hardcore punk route was not the way to continue
and Smalls amicably departed. Sult and his cohorts were
huge fans of the New York hardcore band Prong featuring
Tommy Victor and desired a similar sounding name…short,
powerful, and simple. The new name to start their different
musical direction was Clutch and longtime friend Neil Fallon
was tapped to lead the new journey. His vocal style and
lyrical mastery fit perfectly with the band and he was an
accomplished guitar player and keyboardist to boot. Tim
Sult is a master of the subtle distortion of the wah pedal
early on and this technique is still in the forefront of the
group today and a highly identifiable sound.
Within their inaugural release “Transnational Speedway
League” (EastWest Records) in 1993 a little hardcore
influence could still be ascertained. The tunes “A Shotgun
Named Marcus”, “Binge and Purge” and “Earthworm” were
the centerpiece of the album and are still fan favorites today.
Their self-titled offering followed two years later on the
same label and caught the attention of the big leagues from
Columbia Records. Sporting the cult hits “Big News I and II”,

Click here to watch our interview on tv3dotmag.com
“Rock ’n’ Roll Outlaw”, “Texas Book of the Dead”, “Tight Like
That” and the weed-induced set list mainstay “Spacegrass”.
This album is still considered a staple of the 90’s stoner rock
scene. After this release, industry conglomerate Columbia
Records inked a deal with the band in 1998. The mighty
compilation “Elephant Riders” was offered to the world
with several “hidden tracks” for the listener to discover and
boasted a No. 1 ranking on he Billboard Top Heatseekers
chart alongside a disappointing No.104 spot on the Top 200.
The band swiftly followed with their fourth full length album
in 1999 with the self-released “Jam Room”. Several of the
tracks were revisited on later releases but with just a little
different lyrical and melodic composition.
The new century was acknowledged by a new deal penned
with Atlantic Records and the release of “Pure Rock Fury”
in 2001. The first single to provide the band a radio hit was
the rap-metal parody “Careful With That Mic” with a peak
position of No. 24 on the Billboard Mainstream Rock charts.
Soon, the title track and the tunes of “Open Up the Border”
and “Immortal” were soon-to-follow on the airwaves with
much success. The tunes “Pure Rock Fury was featured in
the video game “MotorStorm: Pacific Rift” and “Immortal”
appeared in the game “Hitman: Contracts”. The band and
label struck back quickly with the recording of the fifteen
blistering track live album “Live at the Googolplex” and a
rarities compilation “Slow Hole to China” in 2003 to the
satisfaction of their fans and critics. Clutch once again
moved to another label, as most bands seem to do on
a regular basis. This time, the album “Blast Tyrant” was
offered up on the DRT Entertainment label in 2004. With
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CLUTCH | Photos by Jay Beadnell

the help from Bam Margera and his cast on the video, the
powerhouse track “The Mob Goes Wild” received some
critical success and is downloadable on the Rock Band 2
game. Accompanied with the tune “The Regulator” which
was featured on The Walking Dead series episode.
Another busy year was in store for Clutch in 2005, the
band let loose an album of re-releases, demos, and studio
outtakes entitled “Pitchfork and Lost Needles” on Megaforce
Records. The band added organist Mike Schauer in the
same year to relieve some of Fallons’ keyboarding duties.
Clutch then released “Robot Hive/ Exodus”(DRT) in
the same year and featuring some hard rockin’ tunes. “
Mice and Gods” was the entrance song for UFC fighter
DeMarques Johnson,“10001110101” was showcased in
the video game “Prey” and “Burning Beard” was featured
in the MX vs. ATV: Reflex video game. The bands eighth
full length studio album “ From Beale St. to Oblivion”
was offered in 2007 and was to be the last with organist
Schauer. The album produced the hit track “Electric Worry”
which was featured in video games, TV commercials, and
even for NHL and Lacrosse teams as their “goal” scoring
song. The album reached No. 4 on the Independent charts.
In 2008, Clutch band members became increasingly
irritated with the record labels and decided to start their own
label…and Weathermaker Music was born. Soon after in
2009, they released the first of the last two albums to be
released on their own label. “Strange Cousins From the
West” boasts the ever-present on the set list track “50,000
Unstoppable Watts” which is an ode to their old rehearsal
space near Maryland Army base Fort Detrick where
chemical weapons were made and tested. The album
also includes the rock heavy tracks “Abraham Lincoln” and
“Motherless Child” and debuted at No. 28 on the Billboard
Top 200 ranks. A few re-releases later, Clutch laid down
their latest and greatest album to date on March 16, 2013…
Earth Rocker (Weathermaker Music) their tenth full length
studio offering. It entered the Top 200 charts at No. 15 and
stayed there for the next five weeks. The album peaked
at No. 1 on the Hard Rock charts and at No. 6 in the Rock
Album ranks…their best ever!!! From the opening title track
through the rest of the remaining ten tunes…there is no
need to skip-over any of the tracks, a magnificently flowing
album which seemingly fits all alone as a possible entire set
list. All of their influences shine through on each and every
tune. Neil Fallon, the fearless leader of the band, had been
procrastinating on much needed neck and back surgery
and finally went under the knife to fix the problems late last
year and had to re-schedule some dates to accommodate
the surgery. The 3dotmag guys caught up with him at a
recent show at the Lincoln Theatre in Raleigh, NC and he
has returned stronger and much wiser. The band is still

“Tight Like That”…more than they have ever been and have
seemingly not missed a beat. They ripped through the two
night sold-out gig like the days of old and performed most
of the crowd favorites with a heavy dose of “Earth Rocker”
tunes. If you couldn’t recognize the band in the crowd,
that’s due to there everyday, blue collar appeal they proudly
carry everywhere they go…on and off the stage!!! Only
time will tell if they can maintain their usual rigorous touring
schedule. Recently finished up the remaining U.S. dates,
then headed to Australia for the legendary Soundwave
Festival plus other dates, then in the spring Clutch will be on
a European tour. I’m sure more dates will come to fruition
soon thereafter for the usual non-stop touring they are
known for.
The band’s popularity was somewhat slow to develop as
they never perfectly fit into any specific genre. They have
never maintained a continuous mainstream presence on
the radio and yet continue to grow their fan base year
after year and venue after venue. Few bands, as history
dictates, can attain their popularity without this outlet…
but Clutch is an anomaly to all of the norms. Clutch tunes
are heard everywhere today, but are mostly unrecognized
by the masses…except for the undying fanatics. From
video games, to NHL and NFL broadcasts, to worldwide
TV commercials and shows…listen closely, you can pick
‘em out . Their lyrics are not always politically correct and
the song structure, with Tim Sults’ signature guitar riffs, is
not common with any other band, in any way…this is what
sets them apart from the rest. NO band has yet to replicate
their sound…and NEVER will. They proudly represent
the majority of the “99% of Americans” as their work ethic
and never give up attitude are shown on a daily basis and
could school the generations to come about what it takes to
live your dream to the fullest... regardless of what anyone
says can be done. Neil Fallon, Tim Sult, Dan Maines, and
JP Gaster are as loyal to each other and the Clutch fans
as they could possibly be… a rock band without the egos
and stage personas rarely comes along and we are lucky
enough to witness it. We look forward to what Clutch will
have to offer in the future. As history has shown…it will not
be too long and you can guarantee it will be in true, classic
Clutch form. In my best Neil Fallon “Spacegrass” voice, “
T-minus whenever it feels right…Jesus on the dashboard…
YYYYEEEEAAAAHHHH!!!”
Check Clutch out at:
Website: http://www.pro-rock.com/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Clutchband
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A FIRE INSIDE

Interview by Kathryn Arnsberger

It’s been roughly four years since AFI fans have had a new
album. After a few weeks of teasing their fans with video
and song clips, the band released their album Burials in
October of 2013. The album already has three singles: “I
Hope You Suffer,” “17 Crimes,” and “The Conductor.” “17
Crimes” appears as a remix on The Mortal Instruments:
City of Bones movie soundtrack.
AFI, an acronym for A Fire Inside, began with vocalist Davey
Havok in 1991 when he and a few other friends started
playing in high school. Adam Carson quickly became their
drummer and AFI played at a few places before dispersing
for college. They rejoined shortly afterwards and released
their first full album Answer That and Stay Fashionable in 1995.
The band recorded first album with guitarist Jade Puget
and bass guitarist Hunter Burgan in 1999 with Black Sails
in the Sunset. Their fifth album, The Art of Drowning, came
out in 2000, gaining a larger audience. Sing the Sorrow and
Decemberunderground were released thereafter. Some of
their greatest hits from the 2000s were “Girl’s Not Grey,”
“Silver and Cold,” “Love Like Winter,” and “Miss Murder.”
Their last album before Burials was Crash Love in 2009.
In a recent interview I asked drummer Adam Carson and
guitarist Jade Puget a few things about the tone of Burials,
how they crafted it, and some other questions about the
direction of AFI.

AFI | Davey Hovak Photo by William Wright

The Tone | Burials is an album that has a very distinct,

dark quality. According to the band, this was something that
couldn’t be avoided; Jade Puget stated that it “had to be
dark and gritty.” Davey Havok’s writing reflected what he
was going through at the time and Jade Puget explained
that while it was difficult for Havok, who at time broke down
during the process, was still happy to create it. Burials is a
very lush and dark album that fans may or may not get to
see again in the future.

The Craft | The selection of songs on the album was
also something was unique about Burials- the band began
with a good many more songs than the few tracks that
made the cut. When asked which ones were qualified for

AFI drummer Adam Carson and guitarist Jade Puget pictured above in
an interview with 3dotmag.com. Opposite page photo of Davey Havok by
William Wright, above photo by Allison Paige.

the album, they both responded with one solid answer:
democracy. “Voting works wonders,” Jade Puget said, while
Adam Carson explained some songs were considered
without a doubt and others were agreed upon.

Touring and Shows | Some elements of touring

are always the same, they said. Buses and planes are
part of the routine, but this tour has some differences.
They are playing in new venues, new cities, and new
countries. Australia and South America will be expecting
AFI soon this year, as well as new cities in the United
States. Many of these concerts are being sold out, such as
their recent performance at the Music Farm in Charleston,
South Carolina.

The Future of AFI | Of course, there is one pressing
matter AFI fans really want to know: What’s next for AFI?
What’s in the foreseeable future? Adam and Jade explained
that this was going to be a busy year for them: big shows
and a long tour for Burials. With so much going on, AFI fans
can look forward to seeing their favorite band turn out a lot
of performances on their tour, as well as enjoy the elaborate
and layered album Burials.
On a final note I asked the band what they would like or want
fans to take from this album, or any of their work, and they
said that they hope their fans would be moved by the music
and words, and for the music to mean something for them.
Website | www.afireinside.net
Facebook | www.facebook.com/afireinside
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ACTORJAMES
BARRISCALE
THE VOICE OF...
Interview by www.3dotmag.com

Who is James Barriscale? I’m an actor, director

and Voice Over Artist. I’ve been working sine 1982 when
I appeared in The Wizard Of Oz at the Swan Theatre in
Worcester. Joining up with the National Youth Theatre
then The Old Vic Drama School. Since leaving in 1992 I’ve
been in many TV roles includingThe Real Gabriel Kent
in The Bill, The Vice, Touch Of Frost and Holby. Theatre
Companies include The RSC, National Theatre, Donmar
Warehouse and More Recently War Horse in the West End.

What projects are you working on at the
moment? WPC 56 Season Two. I play Sgt.John Swift of

Brinford Police Station. A new series of a very successful
show that aired last year. It’s set in 1956 and follows a
young WPC as she joins a Police Station near Birmingham.
She is quickly thrust into the seedy underworld of post
war Britain.

What or who inspired you to become an
actor? My Dad mainly. Watching films with him was the

start of it all. I yjink he’s have made a lovely actor! Then
Mum and Dad really supported me all the way. All the films
I used to watch with him inspired me. Old Black and Whites
and Musicals and Gangster Films. Anything really. But I
have to mention the great working class Actor heroes of
the 60’s, Richard Harris,Peter O’Toole,Tom Courtney, Alan
Bates, Ollie Reed and of course Richard Burton. We need
to support the working classes with grants to get to Drama
School otherwise we just have wishy washy actors.

Favorite quotes which inspired your career in
acting? ‘Supposing a tree fell down, Pooh, when we were

JAMES BARRISCAL

underneath it?’ ‘Supposing it didn’t,’ said Pooh. After careful
thought Piglet was comforted by this. - A.A.Milne.

How do you feel about all the technology
in todays world? I love it. Always been in love with

gadgets from loving 007. The World is moving so fast. We

never know who invented this to that these days. Of course
none of it works ALL the time so we are equally frustrated
as we are amazed….I open my ZipCAR With my HTC one
(great phone btw) and change my heating at home from a
coffee shop miles away. I can record you on my Watch and
you wouldn’t even know it! Plus next year we can buy a
ticket to fly through space with Virgin Galactic! What? I Love
it. That’s why I loved playing Sgt.Swift because he lives in
a world where there are no Gadgets. There just weren’t.
I guess he does have a couple actually….Sock Garters!!
Ha ha ha.

What would you tell the youth about living the
creative lifestyle? Do it. Be proactive it ain’t gonna
come to you. There is no excuse now. We all have the
power to make movies from our mobile phones! So what’s
your excuse? We all say - Oh I was going to write that
idea down, make that story into a film…But we didn’t do it.
Well……Pick up a pen….GO!

What’s next for James Barriscale? I’ve just got a

lovely part in a new Video Game but I have also signed a
contract forbidding me to talk about it. But I’m very pleased.

Movies or Books and why? Sorry Mum…Movies of
course. I see the world in pictures - always have. That’s
why acting appealed I think.

Black or White and why? Black. The world IS black.
The Universe is black. We will one day return to Black….
Ooh that was deep.

Print or Digital and why? Print. I made a film a few

years ago and everyone was saying use digital…but we
went for 35MM Film and I’m SO pleased we did. It’s called
One Day and it’s available on iTunes. It stars Tim McInnerny
And Tanya Franks and it’s about what you would do when
you say “Stuff it!!” Ha ha ha Really enjoyed that. As I did
WPC 56. Lovely people and a lovely show.
IMDB: http://www.imdb.me/jamesbarriscale
Showreel: http://pro.imdb.com/video/demo_reel/
vi3881216025/
Voice Reels: http://www.hobsons-international.com/
voices/1445/james_barriscale
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SAINTS OR NO
SAINTS... THE
DELTA SAINTS!
Interview with Ben Ringel by www.3dotmag.com

Who are The Delta Saints? We are a 5 piece

rock’n’roll band out of Nashville, TN. The band consists
of David Supica (Bass), Ben Azzi (Drums), Dylan Fitch
(Guitar), Nate Kremer (Organ/Keys), and Ben Ringel
(Dobro/Vocals). We’ve been playing together as a band for
the past 6 years. It started in Nashville, where David Supica
(Bass), Ben Azzi (drums), and myself were going to college.
We were all transfer students, and at the beginning of our
first semester, basically just needed drinking buddies. The
music part just kind of fell into itself. We started getting
together to play music in 2007, and started playing our first
shows in 2008. We continued playing throughout the rest of
our college years, and as soon as we graduated, we hit the
road full time.

THE DELTA SAINTS | Photo by Melissa Madison Fuller

Why the The Delta Saints? It involves prison,
narcotics, the desert, and bourbon... Wouldn’t that be
awesome? I wish it involved more than just the bourbon
part, but in actuality, it was just mentioned in passing. We
had shows lined up, songs written, but no name. The Delta
Saints was pleasing to the ear, and it fit what we were trying
to do, musically. I’m still working on a better answer for this..
What projects are you guys working on at the
moment? We are currently writing out next studio album,

and preparing to record our first live album. We just got
home from the first half of our tour with Blackberry Smoke,
and have a few weeks to write and demo some new
songs. We’re hoping to have the new album recorded by
the end of this summer, and to have the live album ready to
release sometime this year.

What or who inspired The Delta Saints? We

were all inspired to play music by vastly different people.

THE DELTA SAINTS PHOTOS: Opposite page photo by Melissa Madison
Fuller, above photo by Donald Perry, next photo spread page by Melissa
Madison Fuller and final photo by Marijke Debusschere.

The same goes for what we are currently inspired by. I can
only speak for myself, but I go back to Townes Van Zandt,
John Prine, and more recent guys like Jason Isbell, and
Ray Lamontagne when I need a kick in the creativity. Those
guys have/had a depth to their songwriting, and a command
over language that I can hardly grasp. For me, it shows
what I want my end game to be. I want to be able to write
a song, to command a verse, like Townes did. Or two be
able to write a song about heartbreak, like Ray Lamontagne
does. There are so many moments on the new Jason Isbell
album that make me want to quit writing songs, because
they are so good. That is what motivates and inspires me.
Songwriting is not dead, and I want to be part of it.

Favorite quotes which inspire The Delta
Saints? Again, I only speak for myself (and unfortunately,

the rest of the band is not sitting on my couch with me), but
my older brother and I were out drinking one night, and as
we stumbled back to my apartment, he said “you know Ben,
we ain’t high-class, but we ain’t no class.” That pretty much
sums up The Delta Saints

How do you feel about all the technology
in todays world? I think that the easiest way to fail
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and become obsolete is to ignore
it. Technology is what allows a smaller
band like us, to compete on a much
larger level. All of the sudden, it’s not
about what label you have behind you,
or what distribution deal you have. It’s
about how well you market yourself, and
how connected you are with those who
support your work.

What would you tell the youth
about living the creative
lifestyle? Know what success looks

like. If you don’t know what you want,
or where you want to end up, how are
you going to get there? My uncle gave
me some advice that really stuck with
me, he said “If you don’t know how
your industry works, then you shouldn’t
be in it.” Knowledge is the best thing
that you could ever do for yourself,
and your art.

What’s next for The Delta
Saints? We are going to spend the

next few weeks working on songs for
our next studio album, planning our
fall tour, and hopefully find a little bit
of rest. I think our plan is just to keep
our heads down, and to keep working
as hard as we can. It seems to have
worked thus far.

How do we find out more
about The Delta Saints? We

are plugged into all of the social media
outlets, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter.
We’ve also a website with our tour
schedule, merch store, blog, and
anything else that you might want
to know...
www.thedeltasaints.com
www.facebook.com/thedeltasaints

BRING ON THE SMOKE...

BLACKBERRY SMOKE
By Donald Perry

Southern Rock band Blackberry Smoke rolled into the
Myrtle Beach House of Blues with nothing to prove except
the same old thing they always do about this time … put on
one hell of a show for all the brothers and the sisters!
They mix gospel, bluegrass, rock, folk, soul and more than
a touch of something they call “Outlaw Country”. Their fan
base is built on good old live shows and word of mouth,
which makes this is a family of Blackberry Smoke lovers
and followers that keep their boys on the road playing to
packed venues.
Blackberry Smoke plays more than 250 shows each year
and has played with legends such as, The Marshall Tucker
Band, ZZ Top, Lynyrd Skynyrd, Zac Brown Band, George
Jones and more since the beginning of Blackberry Smoke
around 2000-2001 in Atlanta, Georgia.
Members: The band consist of Charlie Starr and Paul
Jackson on guitars/vocals, drummer Brit Turner, bassist/
vocals Richard Turner and Brandon Still on keyboards.
New Album: Blackberry Smoke just released their new
album Whippoorwill on February, 17 2014 in Europe and left
for their first leg of the UK and European Tour on February
25. The album was recorded in Asheville, North Carolina
at Echo Mountain Recording Studios and … Check out
the video interview by Classic Rock Magazine where

Charlie talks about the new album and more… Get your
copy of the Whippoorwill today via Amazon (http://www.
amazon.com/The-Whippoorwill-Blackberry-Smoke/dp/
B008DVJMAW/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1393374147&
sr=8-3&keywords=blackberry+smoke), UK or directly from
their friends at Earache Records (http://www.earache.com).
Track Listing: 1. Six Ways To Sunday 2. Pretty Little Lie 3.
Everybody Knows She’s Mine 4. One Horse Town 5. Ain’t
Much Left Of Me 6. The Whippoorwill 7. Lucky Seven 8.
Leave A Scar 9. Crimson Moon 10. Ain’t Got The Blues 11.
Sleeping Dogs 12. Shakin’ Hands With The Holy Ghost 13.
Up The Road
Quote: The Washington Post said “…a band that can
reclaim Southern rock for the South,” Blackberry Smoke
continues to blend the right mix of country charm, southern
grit and devil-may-care boogie with their latest Southern
Ground Artists release “The Whippoorwill.” Deftly hitting
notes of country, folk and rock on tracks like “Pretty Little
Lie,” “Everybody Knows She’s Mine” and “One Horse
Town,” Blackberry Smoke makes music loyal to tradition
and, more importantly, their fans.
VIDEO LINK: Charlie talks to Classic Rock Magazine…
http://www.youtube.com/embed/naNnk_c3A_Y
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BOBAFLEX
CONTINUES
TO “TURN THE
HEAT UP”

BOBAFLEX - MARTY MCCOY | Photo by Donald Perry

By Rob Grissom

The hard-rockin’, Jagermeister swilling quintet BobaFlex
was born in Point Pleasant, WV in 1998 by the brothers
Marty and Shaun McCoy wailing on the vocals and guitars.
They have acquired quite the following through the years
from their loyal fans known as the “ BobaFlex Warriors”.
Now with their own label, BFX Records, Doug Weber of
New Ocean Media managing and promoting… add in the
solidly tight lineup of Jerod Mankin tickling the 4-string,
Tommy Johnson mercilessly pounding the cans and the
recent acquisition of Dave Tipple sharing the guitar duties
with the McCoy siblings… the BobaFlex family is set to
showcase their magnificent craft in the studio and onstage.
All the band mates unselfishly share in the vocal duties
and harmonize like no other band around today can even
attempt. Their live shows are packed with uninhibited
energy and the boundless determination to provide a pure
rock’n’roll experience to everyone in attendance. The
3dotmag crew witnessed this recently at Ziggy’s by the
Sea in Wilmington, NC at a stop on their nationwide tour…
we left exhausted… with a renewed respect for one of the
hardest working bands in the business.

Click here to watch our interview on tv3dotmag.com
Their newest offering, “Charlatan’s Web” (BFX Records),
is just as blistering as their past albums, but with a more
structured musical style. The first single, “I’m Glad You’re
Dead”, is chocked full of some scorching guitar work with
an infectious hook to boot and has proven to be a radio
hit around the country. The entire album seems to be their
most complete work to date with one sensational tune after
another. Don’t get me wrong, I was jammin’ to their 2003
rockin’ rap infused track “Turn the Heat Up” off the “Primitive
Epic” album and headbangin’ to “Bury Me With My Guns
On” from the 2010 offering “ Hell In My Heart”…but
“Charlatan’s Web” is such a monstrous compilation of tunes
it is difficult to choose a favorite…10 tracks of sonically
charged rock’n’roll magic. If you have never explored their
vast compendium…do yourself a favor and dig in. If you
are a fan of cover tunes, then don’t pass up on listening to
their 2002 version of Bob Dylan’s “Mr. Tambourine Man”
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BOBAFLEX - MARTY MCCOY | Photo by Donald Perry

or their 2011 take on the Simon and Garfunkel smash from
the 60’s “Sound of Silence”… that’s right, I said Simon and
Garfunkel, don’t judge until you hear it… their renditions are
all BobaFlexed out.
The McCoy boys and their posse, with longtime guitar tech
Jake Young and tour manager Sam Jackson included, are
charging to the top and are determined as ever to spread
the gospel that is BobaFlex…one venue at a time. They
are midway through a nationwide tour and show no signs
of backing down now. Check them out online or better yet,
catch a live show near you…bands like them are far and
few between these days. They are truly rock stars in every
sense of the term. We would like to wish them the best of
luck on their continued success and look forward to what
they offer us next…and they will definitely “Turn the Heat
Up, Turn the MF’ing Heat Up!!!
Check them out at:
http://www.theofficialbobaflex.com
https://www.myspace.com/bobaflex
Video | “I’m Glad You’re Dead” - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qF5QSvWG6jQ
Video | “Bad Man” - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gq7JRUVwA7w
Video | “ Bury Me With My Guns On” - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wB0hg4_JH0I
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ARTIST
NICOLE
BRENNAN
Interview by www.3dotmag.com

Who is Nicole Brennan? Nicole has been involved in
the music scene for several years, with experiences ranging
from singing in bands to working with the artists that have
come through A Street Studios, the recording studio she
and her husband operate. Through her former career in the
luxury jewelry industry, she understands how simply seeing
an object can recreate a memory or evoke an emotional
response. So when the opportunity arose for her to do live
show photography it was a perfect fit. Whether it’s a central
Pennsylvania hometown favorite or a national headlining
act, she captures that moment in time when music is no
longer just a sound, but an emotion a feeling. With her
photography, she empowers her viewers to relive their
musical memories, to feel the thump of the bass, the roar of
the crowd, and the thrill of watching their favorite artist take
the stage.

SEVENDUST | Lajon Witherspoon by Nicole Brennan

When did you pick up the camera for the first
time and when did you start shooting bands?

I remember telling my parents as early as 8th grade that I
wanted to be a photographer. My parents took me to our
town’s camera shop where I sat with the manager Todd
and talked about all the features of the state of the art
cameras for that time. I was fascinated. That is when I got
my first real camera. I veered from my original path for
a while, working in the corporate world for sometime as
well as helping out with some promo work for a few bands
that recorded at our studio. It was in 2012 that I started
shooting bands. We were working with a band called “True
Becoming” and they needed some photos. I knew that
people could hear their music on the recording they made,
but I wanted everyone to be able see the raw emotion that
they put into music. Watching a musician play live is a
wholly immersive experience and I wanted to capture the
feel of a live show.

What inspires you most photographically?

For me photography is all about telling a story of emotion
without words. When you see an image of a singer pouring
his heart into a song about a difficult time in his life, you
can see the pain in his face, the vulnerability of his posture.

You can relate to that photo and feel what he feels. You
feel strength and pride in the capture an upraised arm
and a look to the sky. There is raw power in an image of
a drummer, so exhilarated by the music and the crowd
that he stands up from his throne and raises his sticks in
the air. It’s an emotional outpouring that you don’t get to
see in everyday life. When you look at a photo of a guitar
player whose energy had caused him to twist and contort
in a manner that would never be socially acceptable in any
environment off the stage, that’s when you realize that what
you are looking at is a truly unique emotional moment

Three favorite quotes of all time? “Do or Do not
there is no Try” - Yoda, Star Wars “The Empire Strikes
Back”, “When you’re a kid, they tell you it’s all... grow up.
Get a job. Get married. Get a house. Have a kid, and
that’s it. But the truth is, the world is so much stranger than
that. It’s so much darker. And so much madder. And so
much better.” - Elton Pope, Dr Who “Love and Monsters”,
Sometimes a scream is better than a thesis - Ralph
Waldo Emerson
Three favorite shows photographed? “Gigantour”

Hammerstein Ballroom NYC NY. I was in the pit right up
against the stage when Dave Mustaine came out front and
leaned out to the crowd during his guitar solo. I had to bend
over backwards and duck out of the way of his guitar. It was
one of those surreal moments. I knelt on the ground inches
from him watching in awe of the way he played. I got to
experience the emotion and power of his performance in a
way I never would have thought possible before shooting
concert photography. “Sevendust” at Phase2 Lynchburg VA.
This was the show where I was “the girl that guy landed on”.
Luckily for me I was actually the girl the guy “almost” landed
on. I was warned while entering the pit by security, “if you
see me coming at you, protect your face.” While waiting
for the set to begin I thought “what an odd comment”. But
when the crowd surfer came up and over the barricade, it
all made sense. The adrenaline rush of seeing two huge
men in the customary “Staff” t shirts running at me was like
nothing I’ve experienced before. I tucked as deeply as I
could into the barricade with my arms over my face as the
guy came down right where I was a second before. As my
heart rate started to return to normal I realized if he hadn’t
given me that warning, I would have instinctively protected
my camera not myself. Lesson learned. And kudos to the
top notch and seasoned security. Any Super Bob show.
The energy at their shows is just phenomenal. I swear
these guys are in the air almost as often as they are on
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the ground. It’s like shooting a group superheros instead
of a band. As soon as I get my shots, I am in the crowd
bouncing along. When Super Bob says jump, you jump.

How do you feel about all the technology in
todays world? Technology has really allowed us to

explore who we are. No longer do we need to rely on
conventional means of learning and creating. It has opened
a world of opportunity for creativity and expression. As
technology improves and becomes more readily available
and more easily attained, many people are able to explore
mediums that were not available before. It has made the
world a much smaller place. Through A blog or social media
we can get our work out for the whole world to see. Of
course, it does have its downside too. It can create a false
sense of confidence that can lead to an environment were
growth is not pursued. It can also create a sense of hyper
criticism, that feeling of not being good enough in a place so
supersaturated with talented artists.

Black and white or color and why? Color, only if
it serves a purpose. If an artist uses a spectacular lighting
scene, or costume that adds to the feel of the show, then
I of course want to capture the whole picture. Otherwise, I
prefer black and white. I find it less distracting and it allows
the mind to make up the story of the photo.
What would you tell the youth about living the
creative lifestyle? Find what speaks to you. Take the

BLACK LABEL SOCIETY | Nick Catanese by Nicole Brennan

time to train yourself on the basics of what you want to do
and then make it your own. It’s not about going out and
buying all the expensive gear you can. It’s about constantly
learning and growing. Imagine how boring it would be
if we were all given the same equipment and the same
environment creating the same art. We develop into the
artist we are from our personal experience, our successes
and failures.

Where do you see the camera taking you
to next? Of course I will be continuing with concert

photography. Going to see artists perform and being able
to recreate a moment of that experience is what makes me
happy. Music will always be my first love, but I see myself
expanding to other types of event photography as well.
There are so many powerful moments that I would love to
be able to capture.

How do we find out more about Nicole
Brennan? nicolebrennanphotography.com and facebook/

nicolebrennanphotography as well as instagram at nicole_
brennan_photography

Top Photo: BLACK LABEL SOCIETY | Zakk Wylde
Middle Photo: OTHERWISE | Adrian Patrick
Bottom Photo: POP EVIL | Josh “Chachi” Marunde
Photos by Nicole Brennan
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JIVE MOTHER
MARY “KEEPS
ON KEEPIN’
ON” AND
CAN’T SLOW
DOWN NOW

JIVE MOTHER MARY | Photo by Rob Grissom

By Rob Grissom

The Burlington, NC area has continually rolled out several
mighty musical acts through the ages and Jive Mother
Mary (JMM) is leading the pack…alongside recently touring
buddies and 3dotmag past featured artists The Ends.
JMM began in 2005 with the powerhouse trio of Mason
Keck on guitar and vocals, Seth “Fluff” Aldridge pounding
the skins and Nathan Coe thumping the bass. Their hard
rockin’, hook heavy tunes clearly pay homage to the classic
sounds of Led Zeppelin, AC/DC, with a touch of Lynyrd
Skynyrd throw in for good measure. They were initially
named LiveWire, but quickly changed their moniker so they
would not be confused with a popular Motley Crue cover
band. The trio were in their teens when they entered the
studio to lay down their debut EP with the North Carolina
iconic producer John Custer in 2007 and walked away
with a killer four track offering and a small taste of Custer’s
boundless music industry knowledge and wisdom. In 2009,
the Burlington boys entered the studio with Custer once
again to produce their first full length compilation “All Fall
Down”. Loaded with the hard rockin’ tunes “Out of Love”,
“Let Me In”, and the title track, JMM were well on their
way to a promising career. Nathan Coe left the group to
pursue other interests and in 2010, long time friend Will
Sanders was added on the four string with backing vocals.
Tyler Shultz moved back to North Carolina and was a
pleasant addition to the JMM family with his own style of
guitar pickin’ and vocal harmony. The band was complete
once again. JMM has opened for The Black Crowes,
Jackyl, Blackfoot and most recently for Grammy nominated
Parmalee and blues legend Buddy Guy. In addition, JMM
were the youngest band to ever play the world famous
Sturgis, SD Harley Rally. This crew moved to Los Angelis,
CA to attend the Musicians Institute to hone their skills
and to spread their East Coast Southern sound across the
country. Learning from the musical masters and performing
at all the legendary L.A. venues. JMM decided to head
back East and have now settled in Athens, GA… the music

Click here to watch our interview on tv3dotmag.com
Mecca of the Southeast. In 2013, the now classically trained
artists set up shop with Nathan Arizona and Max Deering
at Dark Pines Studios in Graham, NC to produce their next
endeavor... “Big City Blues”. The EP showcases a more
country rock sound than their previous releases and the
fantastic four piece is right at home with the new direction
of their tunes. From the rockin’ opening track “Keep On
Keepin’ On”, to the country classic sound of “Hollywood”
and back to the rock sound stylings of Ba Dum (Will It Ever
Be the Same)… “Big City Blues” is a more seasoned and
mature sound than they have ever shown. The offering was
recently ranked at No. 5 on the ReverbNation Rock Charts
for Athens, GA and I’m certain more accolades will follow
for JMM as they continue to sharpen their musical skills and
they will certainly be on the scene for a long time to come.
If you dig the sounds of The Allman Brothers, The Black
Crowes, Gov’t Mule or Blackberry Smoke…then give these
young, talent-laden artists a listen…I can assure you, their
tunes are truly infectious with some catchy hooks. Or better
yet, catch a live show if you can. The 3dotmag crew caught
up with them at Ziggy’s by the Sea in Wilmington, NC and
the JMM boys put on a helluva show. With Masons’ guitar
wizardry and soulful vocals and the tight as ever backbone
of Will and “Fluff”, add in the guitar and vocal harmony from
Tyler…these artists definitely have what it takes to “Keep
On Keepin’ On” in the heartless and cruel music industry.
We certainly wish Jive Mother Mary only the best as they
continue on their journey of kickin’ out the jams and gaining
fans...one venue at a time.
Check them out and show ‘em some love at:
http://www.reverbnation.com/jivemothermaryofficial or
https://www.facebook.com/JiveMotherMary
Video | “Big City Blues” at http://www.cdbaby.com/cd/
jivemothermary2
Video | “Keep On Keepin’ On” at http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Hwsw3XDgKO8&feature=youtu.be
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